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Preface



In 1988 Shafarevich asked me to write a volume for the Encyclopaedia of Mathematical Sciences on Diophantine Geometry. I said yes, and here is the volume. By definition, diophantine problems concern the solutions of equations in integers, or rational numbers, or various generalizations, such as finitely generated rings over Z or finitely generated fields over Q. The word Geometry is tacked on to suggest geometric methods. This means that the present volume is not elementary. For a survey of some basic problems with a much more elementary approach, see [La 90~1. The field of diophantine geometry is now moving quite rapidly. Outstanding conjectures ranging from decades back are being proved. I have tried to give the book some sort of coherence and permanence by emphasizing structural conjectures as much as results, so that one has a clear picture of the field. On the whole, I omit proofs, according to the boundary conditions of the encyclopedia. On some occasions I do give some ideas for the proofs when these are especially important. In any case, a lengthy bibliography refers to papers and books where proofs may be found. I have also followed Shafarevich’s suggestion to give examples, and I have especially chosen these examples which show how some classical problems do or do not get solved by contemporary insights. Fermat’s last theorem occupies an intermediate position. Although it is not proved, it is not an isolated problem any more. It fits in two main approaches to certain diophantine questions, which will be found in Chapter II from the point of view of diophantine inequalities, and Chapter V from the point of view of modular curves and the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture. Some people might even see a race between the two approaches: which one will prove Fermat first? It
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PREFACE



is actually conceivable that diophantine inequalities might prove the Taniyama-Shimura conjecture, which would give a high to everybody. There are also two approaches to Mordell’s conjecture that a curve of genus 2 2 over the rationals (or over a number field) has only a finite number of rational points: via l-adic representations in Chapter IV, and via diophantine approximations in Chapter IX. But in this case, Mordell’s conjecture is now Faltings’ theorem. Parts of the subject are more accessible than others because they require less knowledge for their understanding. To increase accessibility of some parts, I have reproduced some definitions from basic algebraic geometry. This is especially true of the first chapter, dealing with qualitative questions. If substantially more knowledge was required for some results, then I did not try to reproduce such definitions, but I just used whatever language was necessary. Obviously decisions as to where to stop in the backward tree of definitions depend on personal judgments, influenced by several people who have commented on the manuscript before publication. The question also arose where to stop in the direction of diophantine approximations. I decided not to include results of the last few years centering around the explicit Hilbert Nullstellensatz, notably by Brownawell, and related bounds for the degrees of polynomials vanishing on certain subsets of group varieties, as developed by those who needed such estimates in the theory of transcendental numbers. My not including these results does not imply that I regard them as less important than some results I have included. It simply means that at the moment, I feel they would fit more appropriately in a volume devoted to diophantine approximations or computational algebraic geometry. I have included several connections of diophantine geometry with other parts of mathematics, such as PDE and Laplacians, complex analysis, and differential geometry. A grand unification is going on, with multiple connections between these fields. New Haven Summer 1990
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Notation



Some symbols will be used throughout systematically, or less universal meaning. I list a few of these.



and have a more



F” denotes the algebraic closure of a field F. I am trying to replace the older notation F, since the bar is used for reduction mod a prime, for complex conjugates, and whatnot. Also the notation F” is in line with F” or F”’ for the separable closure, or the unramified closure, etc. # denotes number of elements, so #(S) denotes the number of elements of a set S. 0 we define the error



W, c, II/, r) = log F(r) + log @W) + loi3 +kWrMW))). We let r,(F) be the smallest number 2 1 such that F(r,) 2 1, and we let b,(F) be the smallest number 2 1 such that b,rF’(r) Theorem 5.3 (Absolute



Then for r 2 r,(q) b, 2 b, (Tf) we haoe -2T,+)



for



2 e



rzl.



case). Let



outside



+ &-,R.,(r)



a set of measure



5 iW,-,



5 2b,($),



i#j



all



b17 $, r) - t log ~~(0).



(Relative case). Let a,, . . ..a4 be distinct points of P’. f(0) # 0, 00, aj for all j, and f ‘(0) # 0. Let



s = $ min llai, ajll



and for



and



Suppose that



1



b,=p. s2k-l)



Then



-2T/ + 1 +-(aj, 4 + ~f,R,,(r) S 3Wqq2, b,, $, r) + b where



B, = 1242 + q3 log 4



and



b = ilog



b, - $ log ~(0) + 1.



This formulation results from the work of Ahlfors [Ah 413, Lang [La 881, [La 90a, b], and Wong [Wo 891. The absolute case with the precise error term is due to Lang. The relative case with the precise error term is due to Wong, except for the use of the general Khintchine type function $, which I suggested. It is important to note the difference between the appearance of Tf in the error term in the absolute case, and Tf (dating back to Ahlfors) in the relative case. A more structural description will be given in the higher dimensional context of Theorem 5.5 below. For suitable function II/, one sees that the error term on the right is of
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the form for every



(1 + 4 1% T,(r) + O,(l) In analogy with number tions in analysis:



theory (see Chapter



E > 0.



IX, $2) I raised two ques-



(a) Is this the best possible error term for “almost all” meromorphic functions, in a suitable sense of “almost all”? (b) What is the best possible error term for each one of the classical functions such as M, 8, I, J, [? I would define the type of a meromorphic such that the error term has the form



function f to be a function



$



1% wf) + O(1). The problem is to determine best possible types for the classical functions. If instead of P’ we take maps of C into a curve of genus 1, that is, a complex torus of dimension 1, then one gets the same inequality except that the term corresponding to the canonical class is 0. If one considers a map into a curve of genus 12, then the canonical class is ample, and the inequality gives a contradiction to the existence of such a map. But one can restrict attention to a map of a disc into the Riemann surface, and one can thus get a measure of hyperbolicity. We give one example of such a result. We need first a differential geometric definition of the height which often gives greater insight into its behavior, following Ahlfors-Shimizu. Specifically, let Y be a complex manifold (not assumed compact!), and let f: D(R) -+ Y



be a non-constant holomorphic define the height for I < R by



map.



If q is a (1, l)-form



The integral converges if df(0) # 0. We write



f*? = YfQ



where



@ = gdz



Recall that Ric f*q = dd” log yf.



A dz.



on Y then we



[VIII,
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One can define the order of vanishing at a given point of D(R) for the derivative of f, whence a ramification divisor. Actually, there exists a holomorphic function A on D(R), and a positive C” function h such that



so we can define the ramification counting function N/,,,,(r) = N,(r, 0). The following theorem stems from Griffiths-King [GrK 733 and Vojta [Vo 871, Theorem 5.7.2, with the improvement on the error term stemming from [La 901. It gives a quantitative measure of hyperbolicity, in the context of differential geometry and Griffiths functions. Theorem 5.4. Let Y be a complex mani$old with a positive (1, l)-from r~. Let f: D(R) -+ Y be a holomorphic map. Suppose there is a constant B > 0 such that Bf *q 5 Ric f *q. Assume df(0) # 0. Let b, = b,(T/,,).



Then for r < R we have



B?i,,tr) + !,-,~a&) 5 tStTf,tv b,, II/, 4 - ) log 1/1(O) for r 2 r,(q,J



outside a set of measure 5 2b,($).



Note that the theorem is formulated for a manifold which is not necessarily compact, and that the map f is defined on a disc. Also no assumption is made on a compactification or normal crossings. Furthermore, every holomorphic map of C into Y is constant because Y is hyperbolic, so to get a non-empty estimate in the main inequality, one has to use a formulation involving a map from a disc, not a map from C into Y. We shall now state a higher dimensional version because it exhibits still another feature of the error term. With a Nevanlinna type error term, such a version was given by Carlson-Griffiths [CaG 721. The improvement on the error term then went through [La 88b], Wong [Wo 891, and [La 90a], [Cher 901. We need to make some definitions. On C” we consider the euclidean norm llzll of a point z = (zl,. . .,z,). We define the differential forms w(z) = dd’ log(lzl12



and



Let X be a projective non-singular on X. Let dim X = n and let



f:C"+X



a(z) = d’ logllzlj2 A con-l.



variety over C. Let D be a divisor
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be a holomorphic map which is non-degenerate, in the sense that f is locally a holomorphic isomorphism at some point. Let L, be a line bundle having a meromorphic section s whose divisor is D. Let p be a hermitian metric on L, and let 1, be the Weil function given by



MP) = -wwl,



= I,,,.



Let S, be the sphere of radius I centered at the origin, proximity



function



and define the



m,,,(r) =sSW (b”fb +l%lS~f(W



For simplicity we have assumed f(0) $ D and d!(O) is an isomorphism. Recall the Chern form cl(p) = -dd”



logls&



Let q be a (1, 1)-form on X. Define the height



where B(r) is the ball of radius r. If r] = cl(p) then we write Tf,, instead of T/Al. Then T,,, is independent of p, mod O(1). Let Sz be a volume form on X (i.e. a positive (n, n)-form). Then R defines a metric K on the canonical line bundle L,, and essentially by definition, cl(~) = Ric R. The height TfSK = Tf,Ricn is one choice of height Tf,K associated with the canonical class K. We can write f*CI = IAI%O,



where



J-1 @ = n 271



dzi A dzi



and A is a holomorphic function on C”, while h is C” and > 0. Then A = 0 defines the ramification divisor of f, denoted by Z. Define the counting function



We say that D has simple normal crossings if D = 1 Dj is a formal sum of non-singular irreducible divisors, and locally at each point of X there
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exist complex coordinates zr, . . ., z, such that in a neighborhood of this point, D is defined by zr . . .zk = 0 with some k 5 n. When n = 1, the property of D having simple normal crossings is equivalent to the property that D consists of distinct points, taken with multiplicity 1. The maximal value of k which can occur will be called the complexity of D. Finally, in higher dimension n, we suppose that r-F(r) and IH rZnmlF’(r) are positive increasing functions of I, and we define the error function



S(F, c, I), r) = log F(r) + log $(F(r)) + log ~(cr*“-‘F(r)~(F(r))). We let b,(F) be the smallest number 2 1 such that b,?“-‘F’(r) 2 e for all Y 2 1. The definition of r,(F) is the same as for n = 1. Then the analogue of Theorem 5.3 in higher dimension runs as follows. We let: D = 1 Dj be a divisor on X with simple normal



crossings;



pj = metric on L,,;



$2 = volume form on X; q = ;Es;i



positive



(1, 1)-form such that R 5 q”/n! and also c,(pj) 5 q



‘yr = the function such that f*CI = ‘/s@. For a function u define the height transform



aa. F,(r) =so’FlitsB(,) Theorem 5.5. Suppose that f(0) 4 D and 0 $ Ramf. Suppose that D has complexity k. Then



for all I 2 P-,(F~;,~)outside a set of measure 5 2b,($), and some constant B = B(D, q, SZ)which can be given explicitly, via the choice of sections sj and the metrics pi.



The above theorem stems from the work of Ahlfors, Wong and Lang as in the one-dimensional case. I want to emphasize the exponent 1 + k/n, which applies for all k = 0, . . . ,n. The case k = 0 is when there is no divisor, and with such good error term is due to Lang. Thus the value distribution of the map f would be determined in the error term on the right-hand side by the local behavior of the divisor at its singular points. No such good result is known in the number theoretic case, but the
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analytic theory suggests what may be the ultimate answer in that case. This is the reason for our having stated the theorem in higher dimension, since the structure of 1 + k/n did not appear in dimension 0. It should be emphasized that Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 can be formulated and proved for normal coverings Y of C or C”, as the case may be. Then the degree [Y: C] or [Y: C“] appears in the error term. Stoll [St 811, following GriffithssKing [GrK 721, obtains factors and a dependence on the degree which do not properly exhibit the conjectured structure. Extending the proof of Theorem 5.5, William Cherry showed that the degree occurs only as a factor, as follows. Let p: Y+C” be a possibly ramified covering, and assume that Y is normal. Let [Y: C”] be the degree of the covering. For all the objects (a, w, @, etc.) defined on C”, put a subscript Y to denote their pull back to Y by p. For instance coy = p*o, my = p*m. CTy= p*o, We denote by Y(0)



the set of points y E Y such that p(y) = 0. Let holomorphic map. As before, we define



f: Y + X be a non-degenerate YJ by



f*n



= ypD,.



We suppose that q is a closed positive (1, 1)-form on X such that



The height T/,, is defined as for maps of C” into X, except that the integral over B(r) is replaced by an integral over Y(t), inverse image of B(t) under p. Theorem 5.6 ([Cher 901, [Cher 911). Assume p, f unram$ed



above 0.



Then ?,



Ric sI(~)



+



Nf,



Ram(r)



-



N,,



Ram(l)



5 CY: cnl ; S(Tf,,/CY : C”l> $94 - ; rs&o) 1% Y,(Y) for all r 2 rl (q,,/(n



- l)! [ Y : C”])



outside a set of measure 5 2b,,($).



When there is a divisor D, Cherry gets a similar error term. The height can be normalized right away as in number theory, dividing by the degree, to make everything look better. In any case, we note that the 1, in a very simple way. term N,, Ram occurs with coefficient



CHAPTER



IX



Weil Functions, Integral Points and Diophantine Approximations



The height can be decomposed as a sum of local functions for each absolute value II. These functions are intersection multiplicities at the finite v, and essentially Green’s functions in one form or another at the infinite u. Whereas a height is associated with a divisor class, those local functions are associated with a divisor, and measure the distance of a point to the divisor in some fashion. They are normalized to be continuous outside the support of the divisor, and to have a logarithmic singularity on the divisor, so they tend to infinity on the divisor. There are many uses for those functions. They give the natural tool to express results in diophantine approximations, and they play a role analogous to the proximity function in Nevanlinna theory, as Vojta observed. We shall run systematically through their various aspects. Proofs for the foundational results of $1 can be found in [La 831. References for other proofs will be given as the need arises. Whereas previously we have concentrated on diophantine questions involving rational points, we now come to integral points and conditions under which their heights are bounded and there is only a finite number of such points. Again we meet curves, subvarieties of abelian varieties, hyperbolic conditions, but in the context of non-compact varieties, notably affine varieties. Vojta actually integrated the theories of rational points and integral points by subsuming them under a general formalism transposed from Nevanlinna theory. We shall state Vojta’s most general conjectures, and we shall indicate his proof of Faltings’ theorem along lines which had been used before only in the context of diophantine approximations and integral points. He showed for the first time how one can globalize and sheafify this approach to obtain results on rational points in the case of genus > 1. Thus Vojta provided an entirely new approach and proof for
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Mordell’s conjecture, which does not pass through the Shafarevich conjecture and accompanying l-adic representations. In addition, Vojta by casting his approach in the context of Arakelov theory also shows how to use the recently developed higher dimensional theory of Gillet-Soul& and Bismut-Vasserot for a specific application. Vojta used the higher dimension because even though one starts with a curve, he applies that theory to the product of the curve with itself a certain number of times, at least equal to 2, but even higher to get more precise results. Thus we behold the grand unification of algebraic geometry, analysis and PDE, diophantine approximations, Nevanlinna theory, and classical diophantine problems about rational and integral points. Following Vojta’s extension of diophantine approximation methods, Faltings then succeeded in applying this method to prove my two conjectures: finiteness of integral points on affine open subsets of abelian varieties, and finiteness of rational points on a subvariety of an abelian variety which does not contain translations of abelian subvarieties of dimension > 0. We describe briefly these results. Actually, there are two major aspects of diophantine approximation methods: the one as above, relying on the Thue-Siegel-Schneider-RothSchmidt method; the other relying on diophantine approximations on toruses, especially Baker’s method and its extensions. This chapter, and the preceding chapter, give two examples of a general principle whereby diophantine properties of varieties result from their behavior at the completion of the ground field at one absolute value, in the present cases taken to be archimedean. In Chapter VIII, we saw that under one imbedding, we could determine an exceptional set, namely the Zariski closure of the union of all non-constant images of C into the variety by holomorphic maps. Conjecturally, this special set does not depend on the imbedding of the ground field into the complex numbers and has an algebraic characterization. The conjecture that the complement of this exceptional set is Mordellic shows how a qualitative diophantine property is determined by the behavior of the variety at one archimedean place. By the way, the non-archimedean analogue of this property remains to be worked out. In the present chapter, we consider quantitative diophantine properties, namely bounds on the height, and we shall see in $7 how certain inequalities obtained at one imbedding of the ground field into C give rise to bounds on the heights of rational points. These inequalities concern lower bounds for linear combinations of logarithms (ordinary or abelian) with integer or algebraic coefficients. The optimal conjectures are still far from being proved, but sufficient results following a method originated by Baker are known already to yield important diophantine consequences. One of these culminated with the Masser-Wustholz theorem, to be described in Theorem 7.3. Some of the methods of diophantine approximation arose originally in the theory of transcendental numbers and algebraic independence. I have not gone into this subject, and I have only extracted those aspects of
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diophantine approximations which are directly relevant (as far as one can see today) to diophantine questions. Over three decades I wrote several surveys where I went further into the theory of transcendental numbers in connection with diophantine analysis, and which some readers might find useful: [La 60b], [La 65b], [La 711 and [La 741. IX, $1. WEIL



FUNCTIONS



AND



HEIGHTS



Let F be a jield with a proper absolute value v, which we assume extended to the algebraic closure F”. As usual, v(x) = -loglxlV. We let X be a projective variety dejined over F.



Let V be a Zariski open subset of X, defined over F. Let B be a subset of V(Fa). We say that B is affine-bounded if there exists a coordinatized affine open subset U of V with coordinates (x1, . . . ,x,) and a constant y > 0 such that for all x E B we have max lxilV 5 y. We say that B is bounded if it is contained in the finite union of affine bounded subsets. We note that X assumed projective implies that X(F”) is bounded. Let ~1:V(F”) + R be a real valued function. We define a to be bounded from above in the usual sense. We say that a is locally bounded from above if a is bounded from above on every bounded subset of V(F”). We define locally bounded from below and locally bounded in a similar way. Let D be a Cartier divisor on X. By a Weil function associated with D we mean a function I, = AD,“1X(Fa) - supp(D) -+ R having the following property. If D is represented by a pair (U, cp) then there exists a locally bounded continuous function a: U(Fa) -+ R



such that for all points P E U - supp(D) we have A,(P) = v 0 q(P) + a(P).



The continuity of a is v-continuity, not Zariski topology continuity. (Note: N&on [Ne 651 in his exposition and extension of Weil’s work called Weil functions quasi functions. But there is nothing “quasi” about these functions, and I found his terminology misleading.) The association DH1,



is a homomorphism



mod O(1).
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Let F, be the completion as usual, and C, the completion of the algebraic closure of F,. Then we may have defined a Weil function on the base change of X to C,, and this Weil function then defines a Weil function on X itself. In practice, F may be a number field, in which case F, is locally compact, and if we have a Weil function when X is a variety over F,, then a continuous function on X(F,) is necessarily locally bounded. However, we also want to consider Weil functions on X(F,B). These could of course be viewed as a compatible family of Weil functions on the set of points of X in finite extensions of F,. In the function field case, however, when F is a function field of one variable, say, over some constant field which is not finite, then F, is not locally compact. Thus we made a general definition which applies to all cases. If 1, and Z, are Weil functions associated with the same divisor then their difference I, - Al, is continuous and bounded on X(Fa). Thus two Weil functions differ by O(1). Weil functions behave functorially in the following sense. Let



j-:x+x be a morphism defined over F. Let D be a Cartier divisor on X. Assume that f(X’) is not contained in the support of D. Then 1, of is a Weil function on X’, associated with f *D. Weil functions preserve positivity in the following sense. Assume that X is projective, or merely that X(F”) is bounded. Let D be an effective Cartier divisor. Then there exists a constant y > 0 such that I,(P) 2 --y for all P E X(F*). Furthermore, let Dj = D + Ej (j = 1, . . .,m) be Cartier divisors, with D, Ej effective for all j, and such that the supports of E,, . . . ,E, have no point in common. Then I, = inf lDj + O(1). i Example 1. One way to construct a Weil function is as follows. Let 9’ be a metrized line sheaf with a meromorphic section s whose divisor is D. Then the function



b,“(P) = -logIv)I”



for



P E X(F”)



- supp(D)



is a Weil function. Example



and valuation



2. Let R be a discrete valuation o. Let Y = spec(R) and let



ring with quotient



field F



be a flat morphism. Assume that X is regular, and that the generic fiber is a complete non-singular variety X,. Let D be a divisor on X and let
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DF be its restriction to the generic fiber. For each point P E X(P) and P not lying in DF, let D be represented by a rational function 40 on a Zariski open neighborhood of P in X. Then o(rp(P)) is independent of the choice of q, and the function



is a Weil function associated with D,. We call this choice of Weil function the one arising from intersection theory, because v(cp(P)) may be viewed as an intersection number of D and E,, where E, is the Zariski closure of P in X. This example applies to, and in fact stemmed originally from, N&on models for abelian varieties. Example 3. Let X be a non-singular complete curve over the complex numbers. Let g, be the Green’s function associated with an effective divisor D. Our normalizations are such that for the ordinary absolute value u, the function



is a Weil function associated with D. Example 4. Let A be an abelian variety over the complex numbers, so we have an analytic isomorphism



p: C/A --, A(C), where A is a lattice in C”. To each divisor D on ,4(C) a normalized theta function FD on C” whose divisor is is uniquely determined up to a constant factor. By malized theta function is a meromorphic function on condition F(z + u) = F(z) exp rcH(z, U) + :H(u,



there is associated p-‘(D), and which definition, a norC” satisfying the



U) + 2nflK(u) for



z.5 C”,



1 ~~12,



where H is a hermitian form called the Riemann form, and K(u) is real valued. (Cf. my Introduction to Algebraic and Abelian Functions for the basic properties.) Then the function I, defined by A,(z) = -log IF,(z)1 + ; H(z, z) is a Weil function whose divisor is D. In fact, this function is normalized in such a way that it satisfies an additional property under translation by
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a E A, namely, h&)



= w



- 4 + 44,



where D, is the translation of D by a, and c(a) is a constant depending on a and D but independent of z. As such, the function II, is called a N&on function. See the last section of [Ne 651. Suppose that instead of one absolute value u we have a proper set of absolute values, satisfying the product formula, and suppose that X is a projective variety defined over a finite extension of the base field F. Then we can pick a Weil function I,,, for each u. We want to take the sum. To do this, it is necessary to make the choice such that certain uniformity conditions are satisfied. One can do this a priori to get: Theorem 1.1. Assume that the set of absolute values sutisjies the product formula. Let D be a Curtier divisor on X. Then there exists a choice of Weil functions ,I,,, for each v such that, if we put



1 h,(P) = ____ [F : F] 1” CF,: F&&‘) for P E X(F), class sf D.



P # supp(D), then hl is a height associated with the divisor



The choice of Weil functions can be made following Example 1, as follows. Say D is effective. Let 9 be a line sheaf with a section s whose divisor (s) is D. For each v select a norm on the u-adic extension such that for UEF,, t&Z l4” = blvltlv and such that for each t, Itl, = 1 for all but a finite number of v. Then the choice of A,,, as in Example 1 will work for Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the set of absolute values satisfying the product formula comes from the discrete valuations of a Dedekind ring, together with a finite number of other valuations. Suppose in addition that X, is the generic fiber of a morphism X+Y



where Y = spec(o) such that X is regular, proper and flat over Y as in Example 2. The regularity assumption is a crucial one, since in general it involves a resolution of singularities. Fix a divisor on X. Then for all the discrete valuations of o we have a Weil function as in Example 2, defined by the intersection theory. For the remaining finite number, we may choose any Weil function. Then this set of Weil functions can be used in Theorem 1.1, to take their sum and obtain the height associated
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with the divisor class. The arbitrary choice at a finite number of u simply contributes to the term O(l), but in the present context, without further normalizations, we do not expect to achieve more. One basic idea of diophantine approximation theory is to determine, in some sense, how close a point can be to, say, a divisor D. To measure this closeness, we introduce the proximity function. We work under the standard situation of a field F with a proper set of absolute values Let X be a projective non-singular satisfying the product formula. variety defined over F”. Let S be a finite set of absolute values of F, and for each finite extension F let S, be the extension of S to F. If F contains a set of archimedean absolute values S,, we assume that S 3 S,. Suppose X is defined over F. Let D be a divisor on X. Define the proximity function mDdP)



~



1



c IF,: FJb,v(P)



= [F : F] vss,



for P E X(F) and P $ supp(D). If we replace F by a finite extension F’ and S, by its extension S,. on F’, then the right-hand side is unchanged. So we can legitimately omit F from the notation on the left-hand side, . and the definition of mD,s(P) applies to algebraic points P over F. As Vojta pointed out, this proximity function is the analogue of the proximity function in Nevanlinna theory, and from known results in Nevanlinna theory, Vojta then conjectured diophantine inequalities in the number theoretic case. We shall deal with these in 94. With respect to the finite S we define the analogue of the counting function in Nevanlinna theory to be ND,S(p)



=



hD(P)



-



mD,S(P)



for



P E X(Fa).



Having chosen the Weil functions A,,, suitably to give a decomposition of the height into a sum of these Weil functions over all u with suitable multiplicities, we may also write the counting function in the form N,,,(P)



1 = CF : F, &



CFv: F”%dp)



for points P lying in X(F). We now return to an arbitrary fixed proper absolute value u, and look into the possibility of normalizing Weil functions more precisely than up to bounded functions. We want them normalized up to an additive constant. So we let r be the group of constant functions on X(F”). Observe that if rp is a rational function on X, then cp determines a Weil function Am = -loglcpml”.
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If X is complete, then the divisor of a rational function determines the function up to a non-zero multiplicative constant, so the Weil function defined above is determined up to an additive constant. The normalizations of Weil functions as in the next two theorems are due to N&on [Ne 651. Theorem 1.2. Let A be an abelian variety dejined over F. To each divisor D on A there exists a Weil function I, associated with D, and uniquely determined up to an additive constant by the following properties.



(1) (2) (3)



The association D H ;1, is a = (cp) is principal, then Let a E A(F”). Let T, be Then there exists a constant



Zf D



homomorphism mod I-. AD = 1, + constant. translation by a, and put D, = T,(D). y,,v such that



Functions normalized as in Theorem They satisfy the additional property: (4)



Let



1.2 are called



N&on



functions.



f: B + A be a homomorphism of abelian varieties over F. Then A,., = il, 0f mod I-.



On arbitrary varieties, one cannot get such a general characterization without a further assumption. Theorem 1.3. Let X be a projective non-singular variety defined over F. To each divisor D algebraically equivalent to 0 on X one can associate a Weil function unique mod constant functions, satisfying the following conditions.



(1)



The association



(2) (3)



Zf D = (cp) is principal, then 2, = 1, mod I-. Zf f: X’ + X is a morphism deJined over F, and D is algebraically equivalent to 0 on X, such that f *D is dejined, then



D I-+ AD is a homomorphism



mod I.



A,., = I, 0f mod r. Again, the Weil functions as in Theorem 1.3 are called N&on functions. Having normalized the N&on functions up to additive constants, we can get rid of these constants if we evaluate these functions by additivity on O-cycles of degree 0 on A or X as the case may be. We then obtain a bilinear pairing between divisors (algebraically equivalent to 0 on an arbitrary variety) and O-cycles of degree 0. This pairing is called the N&on pairing or N&on symbol. As with heights, relations between divi-
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sors are reflected in relations between the N&on functions or the N&on symbol. We refer to [Ne 651 or [La 831 for a list of such relations. In addition, the theorems concerning algebraic families of heights which we gave in Chapter III, $2 extend mutatis mutandis to algebraic families of N&on functions. See [La 831, Chapter 12.



IX, 52. THE



THEOREMS



OF



Let tl be an algebraic number.



ROTH



AND



SCHMIDT



Roth’s theorem states:



Given E, one has the inequality



I I a-P



z- 1 4 q2+E



for all but a finite number of fractions



The inequality



p/q in lowest form, with q > 0.



can be rewritten -log



a-; I



-2logq~Elogq I



for all but a finite number of fractions p/q. If a fraction p/q is close to ~1, then p, q have the same order of magnitude, so instead of log q in the above inequality, we can use the height and rewrite the inequality as -log



I



u - ; - 2h(p/q) 5 E log q. I



More generally, let c1 be any real irrational number. Following [La 66a], [La 66~1 we define a type for c1 to be a positive increasing function I) such that



-lwl~



- BI - 2W) 5 log +(h(P))



for all rational B E Q. A theorem of Khintchine almost all numbers c1have type rj if



states that Lebesgue



A basic question is whether Khintchine’s principle applies to algebraic numbers, although possibly some additional restrictions on the function
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might be needed. Roth’s theorem can be formulated as saying that an algebraic number has type 5 qE for every E > 0. In the sixties, I conjectured that this could be improved to having a type along the Khintchine line, say with (log q)l+‘. See also Bryuno [Bry 641 and [RDM 621. Then the Roth-type inequality could be written -log



m-i I



-2logqS(l



+&)loglogq



I



for all but a finite number of fractions p/q. However, except for quadratic numbers, which all have bounded type (trivial exercise), there is no example of an algebraic number about which one knows that it is or is not of type (log q)k for some number k > 1. It becomes a problem to determine the type for each algebraic number, and for the classical numbers. For instance, it follows from Adams’ work [Ad 661, [Ad 671 that e has type



c 1%4 W) = log loi% 4



with a suitable constant C, which is much better than the “probability” type and goes beyond Khintchine’s principle: the sum c l/q+(q) diverges. In light of Vojta’s analogy of Nevanlinna theory and the theory of heights, it occurred to me to transpose my conjecture from number theory to Nevanlinna theory, thus giving rise to the error terms which have been stated in Chapter VIII, 55, in terms of a function $ analogous to the Khintchine function. In [La 60a] I pointed out that Roth’s theorem could be axiomatized to fit the general pattern of height theory, as follows. Let F be a field with a family of proper absolute values satisfying the product formula. Let F be a finite extension of F. Let S, be a finite set of absolute values of F containing all the archimedean absolute values if any, but not empty, at any rate. Let R, denote the subset of elements x E F such that



14” 5 1



for all



u E S.



Then R, is a ring, called the ring of S-integers. Let R, = R,.. One needs to assume an additional property, essentially a weak form of a Riemann-Roth theorem, which is true in the number field case and the function field case. This form of Riemann-Roth guarantees the existence of many functions having sufficiently large absolute values at those VES,. The point is that one needs to solve linear equations and one needs to bound the solutions as a function of the height of the coefficients. Riemann-Roth is precisely the tool which accomplishes this for us. Under these hypotheses, one can formulate Roth’s theorem as follows. See also [La 831.
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For each v E S let a, be algebraic over F, and assume v extended F(cl,). Given E, the elements /3 E F satisfying the condition



to



0g max(l, lla, - PM - WB) i MP)



&F&l have bounded height.



Thus the analogy between algebraic numbers and algebraic functions held also in this case. For an account of the method of proof, from Thue-Siegel to Vojta, see 96. To go further, let F be a number field, and let S be a finite set of absolute values containing the archimedean set S,. Let o~,~ be the ring of integers of F, localized at all primes not in S. For x = (x0 , . . . ,x,)



with



xi E o~,~



N+l



so XEOF,S,



define the size size(x) = max /[xi 11”. v0S.i



Also linear forms L 0, . . . ,L, are said to be in general position if M 5 N and the forms are linearly independent, or M > N and any N + 1 of them are linearly independent. A higher dimensional version of Roth’s theorem was proved by Schmidt [Schm 703, [Schm 80). As Vojta remarked, this theorem was analogous to Cartan’s theorem in Nevanlinna theory, and Vojta improved the statement of Schmidt’s theorem to the following. Theorem



2.1. Let N be a positive



integer.



Let L be a finite set of in Q”. There exists a finite union Z of proper linear subspaces of QaCN+l) having the following property. Given a number field F, a finite set of absolute values S containing S,, and for each v E S given linear forms L,,O, . . . ,LV,M E L with M 2 N, we have for every E > 0



linear forms in N + 1 variables with coeficients



“Qs



,Q



II Lv,i(x)llv



B



SizeCPN-”



for all but a finite number of x E og,i’ lying outside 2.



In Schmidt’s version, the exceptional set 2 depends on E, F and S, but Vojta succeeded in eliminating this dependence [Vo 89~1. The finite set of exceptional points lying outside 2 still depends on E, F and S, however. The above statement reflects the way inequalities have been written on affine space. However, it is also useful to rewrite these inequalities in terms of heights, and following Vojta, in a way which makes the formal
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analogy with Nevanlinna theory clearer. For this purpose, if L is a linear form on projective space P” and H is the hyperplane defined by L = 0, then we can define a Wed function associated with H by the formula



&r,“(P) = -1%



IWN” max I



lxilu



for any point P E PN(F) with coordinates P = (x,, . . . ,x,) and xi E F. Theorem 2.1 can then be formulated with Weil functions as follows. Theorem 2.2. Let H,, . . . ,HM be hyperplanes in general position in PN over Q”. There exists a set Z equal to a finite union of hyperplanes having the following property. Given a number field F, a set of absolute values S, and E > 0, we have



i$ mHi,&‘) - W + l)W’) 5 W’) except for a finite number of points in PN(F) outside Z.



For a discussion of conjectures concerning similar inequalities when the points P are allowed to vary over all algebraic points, see [Vo 89~1. Under such less restrictive conditions, a term must be added on the right-hand side involving the discriminant, of the form f(N) d(P) for some function f(N). Vojta discusses which functions can reasonably occur, for instance f(N) = N, which would result from his general conjectures, which we state in 54. Since already in Roth’s theorem one does not know how to improve the type from qE to a power of log q or better, a fortiori no such result is known for the higher dimensional Schmidt case. But as we remarked in the Nevanlinna case, the good error term with the complexity of the divisor suggests the ultimate answer in this higher dimensional case. Finally it is appropriate to mention here the direction given by Osgood [OS 811, [OS 851 for diophantine approximations and Nevanlinna theory, having to do with differential fields which provide still another context besides the number field case, function field case, or holomorphic Nevanlinna case. IX, $3. INTEGRAL
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Let F be a field with a proper set of absolute values, and let S be a finite set of these absolute values containing all the archimedean ones if such exists. We let R,,, be the subring of F consisting of those elements x E F such that 1x1,5 1 for v $ S.
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Let V be an affine variety defined over F. We let F[V] be the global ring of functions on JJ. Then F[V) is finitely generated, i.e. we can write F[V] = FIX1,...,X,]. The function field of V is the quotient field F(I/) = F(x, , . . . ,x,). We call (x 1, . . . ,x,) a set of affine coordinates on K Let R be a subring of some field containing F, and let I be a subset of points of 1/ rational over the quotient field of R. We say that I is R-integralizable, or R-integral, if there exists a set of affine coordinates such that x,(P) E R for all i and all P E I. If R = R,,, then we also say that I is S-integralizable, or S-integral. A set of points in V(F) is S-integral if and only if there exists a set of affine coordinates such that the values xi(P) have bounded denominators for all i and all P E I. By bounded denominator, we mean that there exists b # 0 in R,,, such that bx,(P) E RF,s for all i, P E I. Let T/ be the complement of the hyperplane at infinity in projective space P”, and let D be this hyperplane. A subset Z of Y(F) is S-integral if and only if there exists a Weil function A,,, for each u 4 S, such that b,“(P)



5 G



for all



u 6 S, all P E I.



This follows immediately from the definitions. For instance, if (x1, . . .,x,) is a set of affine coordinates integralizing the points in I, we can take the Weil function to be AD,u = log max(L lxl(p)l,,



. . . Mp)I,).



In [Vo 871 Vojta works with possibly non-ample effective divisors D, so with non-affine open sets V, for instance certain moduli varieties. For this purpose, he defines the notion of (S, D)-integrality or (S, D)integralizable set of rational points by using the condition stated above in terms of the Weil functions, applicable in this more general case. One basic theorem about integral points concerns curves. Theorem 3.1. Let F be a Jield finitely generated over Q and let R be a subring jinitely generated over Z. Let V be an afine curve defined over F and let X be its projective completion. Zf the genus of X is 2 1, or if the genus of X is 0, but there are at least three points in the complement of V in X, then every set of R-integralizable points on V is jinite.



When F is a number field and R is the ring of integers, the theorem is due to Siegel [Sie 291. After the work of Mahler [Mah 333 for curves of genus 1 over Q, the theorem was extended to the more general rings in
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[La 60a]. In light of Faltings’ theorem, only the cases of genus 1 and genus 0 are relevant in the qualitative statement we have given. However, even in higher genus, bounds on the heights of integral points may be of a different type than bounds for the height of rational points, so quantitative forms of the theorem are of interest independently of Faltings’ theorem. Siegel’s method uses Roth’s theorem (in whatever weaker form it was available at the time). The method is of sufficient interest so we shall describe it briefly in the form given in [La 60a]. Let us consider first a curve defined over a finite extension of a field F with a proper set of absolute values satisfying the product formula, so we have heights, and the decomposition of heights into a sum of Weil functions. We let X be the complete non-singular curve, defined over F, and we let cpE F(X) be a non-constant function, which will define integrability for us. That is, we consider the set of points in X(F) such that q(P) E R,,,. We may call these the q-integral points, and we want to show that they have bounded height. This is accomplished by putting together a geometric formulation of Roth’s theorem, together with a lifting procedure using coverings of the curve. We state both steps as propositions. The first proposition applies to a curve of any genus 2 0. Proposition 3.2. Let X be a projective non-singular curve dejined over F, and cp E F(X) not constant. Let r be the largest of the multiplicities of the poles of cp. Let K be a number > 2 and C a number > 0. Let S be a Jinite set of absolute values. Then the set of points P E X(F) which are not among the poles of q, and are such that & have bounded height. projective imbedding.)



zs 1% max(l,



Ilcp(P)II.) 2 tcrh(P) - C



(The height h is taken with respect



to the given



The above proposition is merely a version of Roth’s theorem. proposition shows what it implies for curves of higher genus. Proposition 3.3. Suppose that X has genus 2 1. Then given set of points P E X(F) such that



The next



E >



0 the



logIcpO’)I, 2 W’) has bounded height.



Note that when we have the factor E on the right-hand side, the sum becomes irrelevant, since the estimate applies to each term. The inequa-
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lity for curves of genus > 0 is reduced to the inequality for curves in general by means of the method described in the next proposition. Proposition 3.4. Suppose that X has genus 2 1. Let m be an integer > 0, unequal to the characteristic of F. Let J be the Jacobian of X over F, and assumethat J(F)/mJ(F) is finite. Let I be an infinite set of points in X(F). Then there exist an unramijied cooering f: X’ +X dejined over F, an injinite set of rational points I’ c X’(F), such that f induces an injection of I’ into I, and a projective imbedding of X’ such that h of = m2h’ + o(h’) for h’ + co, as functions on X’(Fa). The heights h and h’ refer to the heights on X and X’ respectively, in their projective imbeddings.



The unramified covering f: X’ + X is obtained from the Jacobian. Indeed, suppose infinitely many points P E I lie in the same coset of J(F)/mJ(F). Then there is a point POE J(F) such that all the points P E I in that coset can be written in the form P=mQ+P,.



We restrict the covering J -+ J given by x~mx + P, to the curve to obtain Proposition 3.4, using the functorial properties of the height, and especially the quadraticity. Thus we have a form of descent by coverings. We use Proposition 3.2 in combination with Proposition 3.4, applied to the function cp 0 f. Since the covering of Proposition 3.4 is unramified, the zeros of cp and of cp of have the same multiplicities, so Proposition 3.3 follows at once. As an application to q-integral points P, we have



&jL..’



0g max(L Ilcp(P)II.)= h(cp(f’))2 W’)



for some E > 0. Applying Proposition 3.3 shows that the height of integral points is bounded. We have emphasized the method of proof because variations and substantial extensions occur systematically in the theory. As a first example, consider the equation (called the unit equation)



(*)



alul + a2u2 = 1



with a,, a2 E R (where R is finitely generated over Z) and ul, u2 are to lie in a finitely generated multiplicative group r. Then r/rm is finite.
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Writing wi E P,



we see that infinitely many solutions of the equation infinitely many solutions of the equation



(**I



a,b,w,”



+ a,b,w,”



(*) in P give rise to



= 1,



and for m 2 3 the new equation (**) has genus 2 1 so we can apply Theorem 3.1 to see that (*) has only finitely many solutions with Ui E P. The case of genus 0 in Theorem 3.1 is reduced to the case of genus 2 1 and Proposition 3.3 by taking similar ramified coverings. However, this method is inefficient for the unit equation, and results showing a much tighter structure are conjecturable, as we shall do in $7. Originally, the equation x1 + x2 = x3 in relatively prime integers divisible by only a finite number of primes over Z was considered by Mahler, as an application of his p-adic extension of the Thue-Siegel theorem (pre-Roth version) [Mah 331, Folgerung 2. It was considered as a “unit equation” (for units of a finitely generated ring) explicitly in [La 60a]. In higher dimension, I conjectured [La 60a] and Faltings proved [Fa 901: Theorem 3.5 (Faltings). Let A be an abelian variety dejned over a jinitely generated field over the rational numbers. Let V be an afJine open subset of A. Let R be a jnitely generated ring over Z contained in some finitely generated jield F. Then every subset of R-integral points in V(F) is Jinite.



Note also that Theorem 3.5 follows from Vojta’s conjectures which will be mentioned in $4, and give a general framework for this type of finiteness. Faltings proves his theorem by going through the higher dimensional analogue of Proposition 3.3. Before we state his inequality, note that for each absolute value v and subvariety 2 of A one can define a v-adic distance d,(P, Z) in a natural way. Theorem 3.6 (Faltings [Fa 901). Let Z be a subvariety of A over a number field F. Fix an absolute value v on F. Given E > 0, there is only a finite number of rational points P E A(F) - Z such that



dist,(P, Z) < __



1



H(P)“’



where H(P) = exp h,(P), divisor E.



and h, is the height with respect to any ample
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If Z is a divisor D, in terms of Weil functions and a finite number of absolute values S, we can rewrite this inequality in the equivalent form



for all but a finite number of points P E A(F) - Z. For comments on the proof, see 96. Faltings’ inequality fits the general type of Vojta inequality stated below in Conjecture 4.1, because the canonical class on an abelian variety is 0, and for rational points the term with the discriminant d(P) does not appear. On abelian varieties I had conjectured actually a stronger version of such an inequality [La 741 which we shall discuss in §7.



Of course, there are also the relative cases of finiteness, sion 1 and higher dimension. Let k be an algebraically characteristic 0, and let F be a function field over k. Let generated subring of F over k, so R is the affine ring variety over k. In [La 60a] I proved:



both in dimenclosed field of R be a finitely of some affine



Theorem 3.7. Let V be an a&e curve over F, of genus 2 1, or of genus 0 but with at least three points at infinity in its projective completion. Then every set of R-integralizable points in V(F) has bounded height.



And in higher dimension,



I conjectured



the analogue:



Let V be an afine open subset of an abelian variety defined over the function field F. Then a set of R-integral points in V(F) has bounded height, and so is finite modulo the Ffk-trace.



This conjecture was proved by Parshin [Par 861 using his hyperbolicity method under the additional assumption that the hyperplane at infinity does not contain the translation of an abelian subvariety of dimension 1 1. In the direction of differential equations, see also Osgood [OS 811, [OS 851.



Also in higher dimension, the number theoretic analogue of Bore13 theorem that the complement of 2n + 1 hyperplanes in general position in P” is hyperbolic was proved by Ru and Wong [RuW 901, namely: Theorem 3.8. Let F be a number field and let H,, . . . ,Hq be hyperplanes in general position in P”. Let S be a finite set of absolute values and let D=cHi. Then for every integer 1 5 r 5 n the set of (S, D)-integralizable points in P”(F) - D is contained in a finite union of linear subspaces of
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P”(F) of dimension r - 1, provided that q > 2n - r + 1. In particular, if q 2 2n + 1 the set of (S, D)-integralizable points of P”(F) - D is jinite. The proof extends the proof of Schmidt’s subspace theorem, by refining the approximation method using certain weights for the approximation functions. The use of these weights is related to Vojta’s extension of Schmidt’s theorem as stated in Theorem 2.1, but the relation has not yet been made explicitly.



IX, 54. VOJTA’S



CONJECTURES



These conjectures provide a general framework for a large number of previous results or conjectures, which are seen as special cases. The framework covers both rational points and integral points. We work over number fields. 4.1. Let X be a projective non-singular variety over a number jield F. Let S be a jinite set of absolute values containing the archimedean ones, and let K be the canonical class on X. Let D be a divisor with simple normal crossings on X. Let r be a given positive integer and E > 0. Let E be a pseudo-ampledivisor on X. There exists a proper Zariski closed subset Z of X (depending on the above data), such that Conjecture



for all points P E X(Q”) not lying in Z for which [F(P) : F] s r. Several comments need to be made concerning the extent to which certain hypotheses are needed in this conjecture. Vojta has raised the possibility that these hypotheses can be weakened as follows. (a) In his improvement of Schmidt’s theorem, Vojta showed how the exceptional set does not depend on E. To what extent is there such independence in the more general case at hand? From my point of view, the error term should anyhow be of the form



W’) + (1 + 4 log h,(P) + O,(l), as for the error terms in Nevanlinna theory, Chapter VIII, $5, even with a Khintchine-type function. (b) A restriction was made for the algebraic points to have bounded degree. In current applications, the estimate of the conjecture suffices to imply numerous other conjectures concerning rational points in X(F), as in [Vo 871. Indeed, the various proofs of implication rely on the con-
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struction of coverings which lift rational points to points of bounded degree. Thus the stronger property that the inequality should hold without the restriction of bounded degree would exhibit a phenomenon which has not been directly encountered in the applications. When I wrote up whatever results were known around 1960, I was careful to separate the parts of the proofs which, on the one hand, imply that certain sets of points have bounded height; and on the other hand, show that certain sets of bounded height satisfy certain finiteness conditions. The two parts are quite separate. Dealing with all algebraic points in X(P) makes this separation quite clear. The entire basic theory which makes the heights functorial with respect to relations among divisor classes goes through for X(P). The question Vojta raises in his inequalities is whether the more refined estimates for the canonical height also hold uniformly. For instance, to what extent does the term O,(l) depend on the degree of the points. A current result of William Cherry in the analogous case of Nevanlinna theory shows that the analogue of Vojta’s conjecture is true, with essentially best possible error terms with a Khintchine type function. See [Cher 901 and [Cher 911. Cf. Chapter VIII, 51, Theorem 5.6. The fact that the degree occurs only as a factor without any extraneous constant term provides evidence that Vojta’s conjecture should follow a similar pattern and be valid uniformly



We note that concerning the abelian varieties lowing corollary



for all algebraic points,



Vojta proved that his conjecture implied my conjecture finiteness of integral points on affine open subsets of [Vo 871 Chapter 4, $2. He obtains this from the folof Conjecture 4.1 (so the corollary is itself conjectural).



Corollary 4.2. Let X be a non-singular projective variety dejined over a number jield F, and let D be a divisor with simple normal crossings. Let K be the canonical class and assume that K + D is pseudo ample. Let S be a jinite set of places. Then an (S, D)-integralizable set of points in X(F) is not Zariski dense in X.



The reader will note the persistent hypothesis that the divisor D in the statements of theorems and conjectures has simple normal crossings. Sometimes one wants to apply an estimate on heights with respect to a divisor which comes up naturally but does not satisfy that hypothesis. Vojta shows in several cases how his theorem applies to a blow up of the divisor which does have normal crossings. In each case, the estimate applied to the blow up gives the expected estimates on the heights. A formulation for the inequality in Vojta’s Conjecture 4.1 for rational points on an abelian variety was already given in [La 741 p. 783 and [La 641, in the context of diophantine approximation on toruses. I did not consider algebraic points with the corresponding estimate of the logarithmic discriminant. But the approach by considering linear
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of logarithms (ordinary or abelian) and their properties of approximation led to the conjectured better error term rather than eh#). See 97. We now consider a second Vojta having to do with coverings. 4.3.



Let



X,



X’



be projective



non-singular



varieties over a



number jield F. Let D be a divisor with simple normal crossings on X. Let E be a pseudo-ampledivisor on X. Let E> 0. Let f:X+X



be a jinite surjective morphism. Let S be a jinite set of absolute values. Then there exists a proper Zariski closed subset Z of X depending on



the previous data, such that mdp)



+ MP)



5 d(P) + h(P)



+ O,(l)



for all points P E X(Fa) - supp(Z) for which f(P) E X’(F).



Conjecture 4.3 and also Conjecture 4.1 are applied to coverings, and both contain the discriminant term on the right-hand side. Hence the conjectures must be consistent with taking finite coverings, which may be ramified. To show this consistency and other matters, Vojta compares the discriminant term in coverings as follows. Theorem 4.4. Let f: X + X’ be a generically Jinite surjectiue morphism of projective non-singular varieties over a number field F. Let S be a jinite set of absolute values. Let A be the rami$cation divisor of f. Then for all P E X(Fa) - supp(A) we have d(P) - d(fU’)) 5 K,,U’)



+ O(1).



We defined N,,, previously, and briefly NA,s = h, - m,,,. Vojta’s Theorem 4.4 is a generalization to the ramified case of a classical theorem of Chevalley-Weil which we give as a corollary. See [ChW 321, [We 351, and [La 831. Corollary 4.5 (Chevalley-Wed). Let f: X + X’ be an unram$ed jinite covering of projective non-singular varieties over a number field F. Then for every pair of points P E X(Fa) and Q = f(P), the relative discriminant of F(P) over F(Q) divides a $xed integer d.



By using ramified coverings, Vojta has shown that the case of Conjecture 4.3 when D = 0, implies the general case with a divisor D. Similarly, if dim X = 1 so X is a curve, then the case of Conjecture 4.1 with
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the general case with a divisor D. See [Vo 873, Proposi-



tion 5.4.1. Technical remark. Actually, the Chevalley-Weil theorem was proved for normal varieties, in the unramified case. The non-singularity is a convenient assumption when there are singularities in the ramified case.



Since there is only a finite number of number fields of bounded degree and bounded discriminant, one obtains: be as in the previous corollary. Then Corollary 4.6. Let f: X +X’ X(F) is jinite for all number jields F if and only if X’(F) is Jinite for all number jields F. Example. Let @)nbe the Fermat curve of degree n, and let X(N) be the modular curve over Q of level N. Over the complex numbers, we have X(N)(C) z I(N)\@, where 43 is the upper half plane. Then there is a correspondence X(2n)



n



=‘\



P’



J



such that the liftings of @” and X(2n) Cf. Kubert-Lang [KuL 753.



IX, $5. CONNECTION



WITH



over each other are unramified.



HYPERBOLICITY



We have already remarked that Parshin used a hyperbolic method to prove part of the function field conjectures on rational and integral points on subvarieties of abelian varieties. Let V be an afJine variety over a number field contained in the complex numbers. Since it is not known if Kobayashi hyperbolicity for V(C) is equivalent to Brody hyperbolicity for I’(C), there is some problem today about being sure what form the transposition of my conjecture to the affine case takes for affine varieties, whereby a finiteness condition on integral points is equivalent to some hyperbolicity condition. I formulated one possibility as follows in [La 873. Conjecture 5.1. If V(C) is hyperbolically imbedded in a projective closure, then V has only a finite number of integral points in every jinitely generated ring over Z.
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Lacking the equivalence of the hyperbolicity conditions, I would formulate the converse only more weakly, that the diophantine condition implies that V(C) is Brody hyperbolic. The problem is to what extent does one need additional restrictions near the boundary where the Kobayashi distance may degenerate (perhaps none as in Faltings’ Theorem 3.5). Roughly speaking, taking out a sufficiently large divisor from a projective variety leaves a hyperbolic variety, of which I expect that it has only a finite number of integral points as above. The question is what does “sufficiently large” mean. A theorem of Griffiths [Gri 711 asserts that one can always take out a divisor such that the remaining variety has a bounded domain as covering space, which is one of the strongest forms of hyperbolicity. Classically, if we take out three points from P’, then the remaining open set is Brody hyperbolic (Picard’s theorem). In higher dimension the complement of 2n + 1 hyperplanes in general position in P” is Kobayashi hyperbolic. For examples of Bloch, Fujimoto, Green in this direction, see [La 871, Chapter VII, 92. A general idea is that one can take out several irreducible divisors of low degree, even degree 1 which means hyperplanes, or one can take out a divisor of high degree. Today, there is no systematic theory giving conditions for hyperbolicity in the non-compact case, which is less developed than the compact case. For our purposes here, the problem is to prove that such hyperbolic non-compact varieties have only a finite number of integral points. In that line, Vojta proved [Vo 871, Theorem 2.4.1. Theorem 5.2. Let X be a projective non-singular variety over a number field F. Let r be the rank of the Mordell-Weil group A’(F), where A’ is the Picard variety of X and let p be the rank of the N&on-Severi group NS(X). Let D be a divisor on X consisting of at least dimX+p+r+l components. Let S be a finite set of absolute values of F. Then (S, D)-integralizable set of points in X(F) is not Zariski dense.



every



Note: “Components” in NS(X) and D are meant to be F-irreducible components, not necessarily geometrically irreducible. Vojta’s improvement of Schmidt’s theorem also lies in this direction. Furthermore, Vojta has given a quantitative form to estimates for the heights of integral points, under the strongest possible form of hyperbolicity, by using hyperbolic (1, 1)-forms as follows. Conjecture 5.3 (The (1, 1)-form conjecture [Vo 871, Chapter 5, $7). Let X be a projective non-singular variety over a number field F contained in C. Let D be a divisor with normal crossings on X and let V = X - D. Assume that there exists a positive (1, 1)-form w on V(C) which is
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strongly hyperbolic, and in fact, that there exists a constant B > 0 such that, if f: D + V(C) is a non-constant holomorphic map, then



Ric f *w 2 Bf *co. Also assume that w 2 cl(p) for some metric p on a line sheaf 9 on X. Let E be pseudo ample on X. Let S be a finite set of absolute values. Let I be a set of (S, D)-integralizable points of bounded degree over F. Then for all points P E I we have h,(P)



+ ehE(P) + Q(1).



5 Ad(P)



Remark 1. In this conjecture, acting as an exceptional set.



there is no Zariski



Remark 2. If the set I is contained in the rational then the conjecture implies that I is finite.



closed subset



points



X(F),



Remark 3. In light of the analogous result in Nevanlinna theory which motivated the conjecture, but for which the assumption that D has normal crossings turned out to be superfluous, I expect it to be equally superfluous in the present arithmetic case. Also the error term EhE should be replaced by O(log h,J or better. Remark 4. The question whether the restriction that the points should have bounded degree applies as well to the present case.



Vojta applies the (1, 1)-form conjecture to deduce several number theoretic applications. We mention two of them. First he proves in [Vo 871: Conjecture



5.3 implies the Shafaverich



conjecture.



Specifically, in [Vo 871, Chapter 5, 57, by applying the conjecture to the moduli space and its boundary divisor, he proves that Conjecture 5.3 gives somewhat more uniformity, and implies: Corollary 5.4. Given a jinite set of places S; positive integers n, r; and E > 0, there exists a number C = C(S, n, r, E) such that for every semistable principally polarized abelian variety A of dimension n and good reduction outside S, over a number field F of degree 5 r, we have 444



5



(



; + E d(F) + C. >
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But this corollary is itself conjectural. Note that the moduli space is not affine, so Conjecture 5.3 is applied in a rather delicate case, and the notion of (S, D)-integralizability is used in a rather strong way, as distinguished from the notion of integral points on affine varieties. Second, Vojta shows in [Vo 881 how the (1, 1)-form conjecture implies a bound on (O&r) in Arakelov theory, and also for the height, similar to those in the function field case, and similar to those which we recalled in Chapter VII.



IX, $6. FROM THUE-SIEGEL AND FALTINGS



TO VOJTA



A basic approximation method which started with Thue-Siegel went through a number of developments due to Schneider, Dyson, Gelfond, Roth, Viola, Schmidt, and culminated with the recent work of Vojta who combined all the aspects of previous work into an Arakelov context, thus expanding enormously the domain of applicability of this method. Vojta’s current program is still in progress, but something can be said to give an idea of this program, both in the results achieved and its prospects. See [Vo 90a], [Vo 90b], [Vo 90~). Faltings boosted the method further by proving a higher dimensional result [Fa 901. We begin by a few words concerning intermediate results before Roth’s theorem. In a relatively early version of determining the best approximations of algebraic numbers by rational numbers, one had the Thue-SiegelDysonGelfond result: Given E > 0 and an algebraic number c1 of degree n over Q, there are only finitely many rational numbers p/q (p, q E Z, q > 0) such that



I I a-5



1 s------. qJS+E 4



Of course this was short of the conjectured result ultimately proved by Roth, but it sufficed to prove the finiteness of integral points on curves as discussed in $3. The method of proof used two approximations & = PI/q1 and & = p2/q2 such that /?i and & have large heights, and also such that the quotient of the heights h(PJh(&) is large. If there are infinitely many solutions to the above inequality, then such &, /& can be found. However, the logic starting from such numbers fil and fi2 is such that the proof is not effective, since we don’t have an effective starting point for the existence of &, &. One then shows that there exists a polynomial G(T, , 7”) with integer coefficients which are not too large,
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such that G vanishes of high order at (a, a), that is Df’D$G(a,



a) = 0



for i,, i, satisfying certain linear conditions, . . ;+“r 1. Using such Riemann-Roth theorem, and other tools from algebraic geometry, analysis, and diophantine approximations, he was able to give an entirely new proof of Mordell’s conjecture-Faltings’ theorem. So different people prefer different things at different times. Furthermore, Vojta developed his method first in the function field case, and then translated the method into the number field case, thus showing once again the effectiveness of the analogy. We describe Vojta’s method at greater length, to show the connections not only with algebraic geometry, but with analysis and Arakelov theory, including partial differential equations. See [Vo 89b] for the function field case, and [Vo 90a] for the number field case. In Roth’s theorem, the choice of &, /I2 amounts to a choice of point on the product A’ x A’ of the affine line with itself, or if you wish, the product P’ x P1 of the projective line with itself. We now consider a projective non-singular curve C of genus g 2 2 defined over a number field F, and we consider the product C x C. We let P = (P,, PJ be a point in C(F) x C(F). For i = 1, 2 let xi be a local coordinate on C in a neighborhood of Pi. Then (x1, x2) are coordinates on C x C at P. We suppose xi(Pi) = 0. Let s be a section of a line sheaf 5Z on C x C, defined in a neighborhood of P by a formal power series



f(Xl?



X2)



=



C i,,i,CO



Uili2Xf1Xp.
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Let d,, d, be positive integers. We define the index of s at P relative to d,, d, to be the largest real number t = t(s, P, d,, d,) such that



for all pairs (i1, i2) of natural numbers satisfying . . :+: 0, has only a finite number of rational points in any number field F, or any finitely generated field over the rationals. Faltings eliminated the use of the Gillet-Soule Riemann-Roth theorem in higher dimension to obtain the desired section in step (2). Instead he uses a globalized version of a lemma of Siegel, solving integrally equations with integer coefficients (or algebraic integers), and giving suitable bounds for the heights of the solutions in terms of the height of the coefficients. Secondly, instead of using something like Dyson’s lemma, Faltings uses a new method of algebraic geometry to show that some suitable derivative does not vanish in step (4). Finally, Faltings works with a sequence of points PI, . . . ,P,,,, not just two points, such that the ratios of successive heights is large. At the moment of writing, the situation is in flux, so it is not clear what use will be made in the future of Vojta’s or Faltings versions of the general method globalizing the Roth-Schmidt theorems. In any case, Faltings’ result was the first time that a variety of dimension > 1 was proved to be Mordellic, except of course for the product of curves, finite unramified covers, and finite unramified quotients of the above. A simplification of Vojta’s proof also eliminating the use of Arakelov
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Gillet-Soule theory (but still using Riemann-Roth) was given by Bombieri [Born 901. In addition, this simplification also shows how to use Roth’s lemma instead of the version following Viola.



IX, 57.



DIOPHANTINE ON TORUSES



APPROXIMATION



We have used the word “torus” in two senses: one sense is that of complex torus, and so the group of complex points of an abelian variety; the other sense is that of linear torus, that is, a group variety isomorphic to a product of multiplicative groups over an algebraically closed field. We have already seen analogies between these two cases, notably in the formulation of results or conjectures describing the intersection of subvarieties of semiabelian varieties with finitely generated subgroups. We shall go more deeply into this question here, following [La 641 and [La 741. Let us start with the linear case. In Proposition 3.2, we gave a geometric formulation of Roth’s theorem, serviceable to study all integral points. But as we have also seen, we also want to consider the more special situation when we restrict our attention to a finitely generated subgroup of the multiplicative group, so let us start with a conjecture from [La 641. We let G = G, be the multiplicative group. Conjecture 7.1. Let F be a number field and let l- be a finitely generated subgroup of the multiplicative group G(F). Let cp be a nonconstant rational function on G defined over F, and let m be the maximum of the multiplicities of the zeros on G (so distinct from 0 or co). Let r be the rank of r. Then given E, the height of points P in r which are bounded away from 0 and co and satisfy the inequality



(1)



1 Iv(‘)1 < h(p)‘m+&



is bounded.



We shall transform inequality (1). The function field F(G) is generated by a single function, and cp is just a rational function. A point P E G(F) is represented by an element of F, say B, and if cp(p) is small in absolute value, then there is some root a # 0 of the rational function q such that fi is close to c(. If /I is close to CI, then its distance from any other zero or pole of cp is bounded away from 0 (approximately by the distance of c( itself from another zero or pole). The multiplicity of tl in a factorization of cp is at most m. The worst possible case is that in which this multiplicity is m. In that case, Iv(B)1 is approximately equal to 1~1- PI”, up to
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to



1 Iu - BI x< h. Furthermore, 1~1- /?I is of the same order of magnitude as /log c( - log PI. Since [ ranges over a finite set, in dealing with solutions of inequality 7.1(l) we may assume that we have always the same [. Let u0 = log(cr[). Then we may rewrite our inequality in the form



I% - 41 log BI - *.. - 4rlog Pr + %+124 < + where the log is one fixed value of the logarithm. We have therefore transferred our diophantine approximation on the multiplicative group over a number field into an inhomogeneous approximation on the additive group. The period 2ni of the exponential function contributes one term to the sum on the left, and gives rise to r + 1 free choices of the coefficients ql, . . . ,qr+l. A standard application of Dirichlet’s box principle shows that r cannot be replaced by a smaller exponent on the right-hand side. In fact, given real numbers cl, . . .,& and an integer q > 0 there exist integers ql, . . . ,q, not all 0 such that



14151+ ... + w&l 
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